Influence of Softness on the Stability of Binary Colloidal Crystals.
Mixtures of two types of nanoparticles can self-assemble into a wide variety of binary colloidal crystals (also called binary nanoparticle superlattices), which are interesting for their structural diversity and potential applications. Although so-called packing models-which usually treat the particles as "hard" with only excluded volume interactions-seem to explain many reported dense crystalline phases, these models often fail to predict the right structure. Here, we examine the role of soft repulsive interparticle interactions on binary colloidal crystals comprising two sizes of spherical particles; such "softness" can arise due to ligand shells or screened electrostatics. We determine the ground state phase diagram of binary systems of particles interacting with an additive inverse power law potential using a basin hopping algorithm to calculate the enthalpy of an extremely large pool of candidate structures. We find that a surprisingly small amount of softness can destabilize dense packings in favor of less densely packed structures, which provides further evidence that considerations beyond packing are necessary for describing many of the observed phases of binary colloidal crystals. Importantly, we find that several of the phases stabilized by softness, which are characterized by relatively few interparticle contacts and a tendency for local icosahedral order, are more likely to be observed experimentally than those predicted by packing models. We also report a previously unknown dense AB4 phase and conduct free energy calculations to examine how the stability of several crystals will vary with temperature. Our results further our understanding of why particular binary colloidal crystals form and will be useful as a reference for experimentalists working with softly repulsive colloids.